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Nucleic acids have long been heralded as programmable biomaterials, given their predictable structure and sub-
angstrom precision in the placement of chemical moieties – a consequence of the efficient and unambiguous 
Watson-Crick base-pairing. Improvements in the chemical synthesis of DNA and RNA oligonucleotides now 
enable long and more chemically diverse molecules to be synthesized which, coupled to nucleic acid processing 
enzymes, can deliver a wide range of applications. Nonetheless, their use remains limited in scope due to DNA’s 
and RNA’s limited chemical and poor biological stability. 

Alternative non-biological genetic polymers, also known as xenobiotic nucleic acids (or XNAs), introduce novel 
base-pairs as well as significant chemical changes to backbone and phosphate that can deliver chemically and 
biologically stable polymers [1]. However, chemical synthesis of typical XNAs is challenging, lagging decades 
behind DNA synthesis, and XNA processing enzymes – the needed XNA molecular biology tool kit – often do not 
exist. 

Through directed evolution, it has been possible to isolate nucleic acid processing enzymes for the template-
mediated synthesis and reverse transcription of a wide range of XNAs – opening the doors for the directed 
evolution of XNA aptamers and XNAzymes [2,3]. However, XNA polymerases are limited to one chemistry per 
synthesis, and their synthetic precision near the template ends is often poor – leading to XNAs with significant 
variation in length. 

Here, we report on our progress at developing XNA ligases – by enhancing the function of natural ligases [4], 
computationally redesigning them [5] and isolating improved ligases through directed evolution. They represent 
a second essential enzyme for the controlled synthesis and assembly of XNA (or XNA/DNA hybrid) molecules at 
scale. 
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